NOTE: University Archives is continually receiving gifts of old ISU publications, so if you need something not listed here check with Archives before heading elsewhere. If we do not own something, check the University of Iowa catalog to see if they have it available. They have a phenomenal (and well-cataloged) collection of ISU Extension publications. The Hathi Trust also has full-text electronic versions of some individual volumes, primarily those with pre-1923 publication dates – check under both the series title and the volume title. Be sure to search their Catalog – not the Full-text – at http://www.hathitrust.org/

4-H
RS 16/3/0/64 – Archives
See also: C series
4-H series publications authored by Janis Stone are also available within RS 16/3/62.

4-H Leaders’ Letter – see Iowa 4-H Leader

4-H Program Helps
RS 16/3/0/32 – Archives has only 1972

AA
(Applied Art series – deals with home economics)
TT1 A13x – available in Archives: 1 – 6, 12, 27, 41, 45, 60 – 62, 66

AAC
Issued: 1959?-1965?
RS 9/2/8, Box 3, Folder 3 – Archives has sporadic issues from 1A-156 (1965).
AAC-1A has no date on it…first dated one appears to be AAC-7 (May 1959).

Abstracts of New Publications
Issued: no. 1 (1926) – no. 19 (1939)
Later title: New Publications
Not available in the ISU Library collections or through the National Agriculture Library.

Acreage Living: A Monthly Newsletter for Rural Residents
Issued: May 1998 – <June/July 2003?>
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives has v.5, no. 9 (Sept. 1999) – v.7, no. 2 (Feb. 2001)

AD
(Art and Design – 2 page leaflets)
Not available in the ISU Library collections.

AE
(Agricultural Engineering)
S671 A35x – Archives has 1-
AED (Agricultural Engineers’ Digest)
S675 A2 – Archives has no. 1-26, 30, 44
Library Storage Building has AED-6 (1965), 7, 9, 12-13, 15-42, 44, 46 (2000)

AEN (Agricultural Engineering Note)
S671 A12x – Archives has only 2 of these – 155 (1994) and 160 (1994)

AEP (Agribusiness Education Program)
RS 16/3/6/4 – Archives has AEP 100, 200, 302, 406, 500, 1000

AEP (Agricultural Engineering Plans)
Issued: no. 1 (Feb. 1945) – ????
S671 A36x – Archives has S7 (1945)
Archives also has:
AEP-10 = Plan Sheet...8 x 12 Combination Hog House in RS 16/3/0/106
AEP-11 = Plan Sheet...Farrowing Jacket. April 1951 – in RS 16/3/0/4 unnumbered box

AG
S451 I8 A4x – Archives has 6 (Jan. 1966, Rev. 1989) –
Other titles: Agronomy; Agronomy, crops, soils, climate
See also: Agron.
Note: There are multiple editions of each publication in the series.

Ag Decision Maker
Issued: 2001 –
S561 A32x – Archives has newer editions of pages from the handbook – incomplete set
Available online at: http://www.extension.iastate.edu/agdm/
Other title: Ag Decision Maker Handbook
Note: Includes Farm Business Summary for Southwest Iowa as part of section C1

Ag Decision Maker: A Business Newsletter for Agriculture
S561 A3x – Archives has v. 4, no. 3 (January 2000) –
Available online at: http://www.extension.iastate.edu/agdm/
Note: These included copies of handbook updates in some months for those “subscribing to the handbook.”

Agricultural Economic Facts
Issued: v. 2(1924) – v.8, no2 (Feb. 23, 1930); Report 2 (Feb. 1930) – Report 12 (Dec. 1930); 1931
(reports 1-12) through 1937 (reports 1-12).
HD1775 I8 Io93a – Media Center (on microfilm) has full set; Archives has 1930-1937
Earlier title: Agricultural Economics and Rural Organization Facts
Absorbed: Hog Facts in December 1929.
Later title: Farm Outlook

Agricultural Economics and Rural Organization Facts
v. 1, no. 1-12 (Jan-Dec. 1923)
HD1775 I8 Io93a – Media Center (on microfilm)
Later title: Agricultural Economic Facts
Agricultural Emergency in Iowa – see Circular (Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station) no. 139-148

Agricultural Extension Bulletin see Extension Bulletin.

Agricultural Extension Leaflet
RS 16/3/0/8 Archives has January 1921 issue – “Fix-Up” the Farm Machinery
RS 16/3/0/19 Archives has no. 1, August 1919 issue.
No. 2, April 1917 – is bound in with Emergency Leaflet issues at: S544 Io9e in Archives
See also: Emergency Leaflet

Agricultural Extension Poster
RS 16/3/0/7 – Archives has No. 18-19 (1919)
See also: Extension Poster; Extension Service Poster

Agricultural Extension Work in Iowa Annual Report – see Annual Report (Iowa State College. Cooperative Extension Service.)

Agricultural research bulletins – see Research Bulletin

Agron.
Note: This is NOT the same as AG or Agronomy series – much earlier time period
Agron. A-16, 49 (revised), and 360 – RS 16/3/0/4 – Box 2 – Archives
Agron. 338 – RS 16/3/0/4 – unnumbered box – Archives
Agron. 36b – RS 16/3/0/22 – Archives
Agron. 36b – Soil Sampling Information Sheet. Undated. RS 16/3/0/22
Agron. 79a-79j, and 79w (Archives – RS 9/9/3, box 20, behind Leaflet F.C. 19)

AGS
(Agricultural Software series)
Archives has 1, 3, 6, (in RS 16/9/0/4) and SD3, SD5 (in RS 16/9/0/3)

AH series
(Animal Husbandry)
Issued: 1 (1911)-
SF13 Io9p – Archives has incomplete holdings from no. 1 – 810;
LSB has no. 114-no. 159 as a single bound volume
Media Center has no.1 (1911) - no.109, no.114 - no.159 (1941)
Other titles: A.H. leaflet

AL
(Answer Line series – deals with home economics)
Issued: 1 (Nov. 1988)-
TX165 A1 A4x – Archives has only 1 (1988)

AN
Issued: 1951-1988
Annual Collaborators Report – see Report on Swine Nutrition Research

Annual Fruit/Vegetable Progress Report – see FG, no. 601

Annual Progress Report...For Outlying Experimental Farm...
Special Note: This is a series of reports from 17 individual farms. Each series was cataloged separately and can be found in the ISU Library Quick Search by farm name or number – shelved in Archives at call numbers: S61 M331111 - S61 W47112x
Archives has sporadic holdings from 1952-1975, depending on the farm.
See also: Research and Demonstration Farms. Records. RS 9/2/10 – Archives; Demonstration Farm Reports; and, OEF series


Annual Report – Iowa Farm Business Records – see Iowa Farm Business Records

Annual Report (Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station)
Issued: 1989-1992
S542 Io9ra – Archives
Note: Confusion exists between the Annual Report for the Experiment Station and the one for the Extension Service. This publication is not the same as S544 Io9r Annual Report (Iowa State College. Cooperative Extension Service.)
Earlier title: Experiment Station Annual Report: An Abbreviated Annual Report of the Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station for the period...
Later title: College of Agriculture Annual Report (Iowa State University. College of Agriculture.)

Annual Report (Iowa State College. Cooperative Extension Service.)
Issued: 1914-1952 (biennially from 1914-1918 and annually for all other years)
S544 Io9r – Media Center (on microfilm), Archives and Storage have all years except 1950
Note: Confusion exists between the Annual Report for the Experiment Station and the one for the Extension Service. This publication is not the same as S542 Io9ra Annual Report (Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station).

Annual report for fiscal year ending June 30 ... (Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station)
Issued: 1914/15-1929/30
S542 Io9r – Media Center (on microfilm), Archives and Storage all have full sets.
Later title: Report on Agricultural Research
Note: often confused with the Annual Report (Iowa State College. Cooperative Extension Service) which has an almost identical call number – S544 Io9r

Annual Report of Cow Testing Associations in Iowa – see Iowa Dairy Herd Improvement Associations: Annual Summary

**Annual Report of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station**
Issued: 1888-1890
S542 Io9r – Media Center (on microfilm), Archives and Storage


**Annual Report Supplements**
Issued: AR-1 through AR-8, 1974-1977
RS 9/2/0/2 – Archives – Filed under Research for a Better Iowa
Note: These are not bound in with Annual Reports for this time period.

**Annual Report to Collaborators on Swine Nutrition Research** – see Report on Swine Nutrition Research

**Annual Summary of Associations** – see Iowa Dairy Herd Improvement Associations: Annual Summary

**Annual Summary of Cow Testing Associations in Iowa** – see Iowa Dairy Herd Improvement Associations: Annual Summary

**Annual Summary of Iowa Cow Testing Associations** – see Iowa Dairy Herd Improvement Associations: Annual Summary

**ANR**
(Agriculture and Natural Resources series)
RS 16/3/6/4 - Archives

**Answer Line**
(newsletter)
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives has June-December 1991

**Approved Projects and Personnel**
Issued: 1933-1948
S542 Io9a1 – Media Center (on microfilm) has 1933-1946; Archives has 1933-1948
Earlier title: Authorized Projects and Personnel
Later title: List of Official Projects
See also: Extension Projects and Plans

**AR series**
(Administrative Research reports)
Issued: Report no.1 (September 1942) – no.7 (April 26, 1943);
Memorandum no. 1 (Oct. 5, 1942) – no.9 (Aug. 13, 1943)
Suggestion no. 1-3 (1942)
RS 16/3/0/4 – Box 2 – Archives

**AR series** – see also Annual Report Supplements
Artificial Breeding News Letter and Summary.
Not available in the ISU Library collections.
NAL holdings: v. 2, no. 2 - Nov. 1946

AS
(Animal Science series)
SF51 A72x – Archives has incomplete holdings from no. 20 – 640; see bib# 000548197 for complete list
Some, but not all, AS series publications that deal with hogs or pork were also made available in the Pork Industry Handbook

ASSIST
HD1775 I8 A87x – Archives has no. 1 (June 1984) – no. 15
Titles aimed at assisting farmers to cope with various economic problems.

At Risk: About Children, Youth and Families At Risk

Authorized Projects and Personnel
Issued: July 1, 1931
S542 I09a – Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives
Later title: Approved Projects and Personnel
See also: Extension Projects and Plans

Available Bulletins List – see Lists of Available Bulletins

Beef Research Report
Issued as part of the AS series
1996-2002 available online via http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/ans/

Beekeepers’ Bulletin
Issued: no. 1 (Oct. 15, 1919) – no. 27 (1923)
SF521 B44x – Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives has: no. 4 (1920) – 14, 20, 25-27 (1923)
Full-text available for sporadic issues from no. 1-11 via Hathi Trust at:
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/009189359
Later title: Iowa Beekeepers’ Bulletin

Better Iowa
Issued: v.1 (Dec. 1, 1914) - v.43 (1957)
S537 I59 B466 oversize – Archives has full set; Parks Cage (oversize) has incomplete but fairly full set; Microforms has v. 1-32 only
Note: This title is not the same as BI
This is not an Extension publication, per se, however, the vast majority of the content is agricultural extension news.
Supplements to Better Iowa from 1940-1942: Farm-Home Week News (each Jan. or Feb.); 4-H Club News (each June)
Better Iowa Daily: Special Farm and Home Week Short Course Extra was issued with Better Iowa from Jan 1929-Feb. 1939. In the late 1930's it was shortened to Better Iowa Extra.

BFC
(Beginning a Farming Career)
RS 16/3/0/99 – Archives

BI
Issued: no. 1 (1979/81)
Not available in the ISU Library collections.
NOTE: This is not the same as Better Iowa – these are 2 different series (in different time periods) with similar titles


BK
Issued: 1936?-1937?
Not available in the ISU Library collections. NAL holdings: 78, 92, 97, 99, 124-127.

BSB
(Big Spring Basin demonstration project)
RS 16/3/0/94 – Archives has no. 1 (Feb. 1994) and no. 1 (rev., Apr. 1995)

Building Family Unity
(newsletter)
Issued: v. 1, no. 1 only (Jan. 1991)
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives


Bulletin (Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station)
Issued: 1-382 (1888-1939)
S542 Io9b – Archives, LSB, and Media Center all have a full set

Bulletin for Cooperators
SF481 .B85x – Archives has sporadic issues from 1926-1929
Other title: Bulletin to Cooperators

Bulletin P
Issued: 1-141; Dec. 1939-Apr. 1978
S542 Io9bp – Archives, LSB, and Media Center all have full sets
Merger of: Bulletin (Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station) and Extension circular (Iowa State College. Extension Service).
Note: confusion exists between P series and Bulletin P because Bulletin P is also known as Popular Series. Titles and numbering on Bulletin P do not match P series at all. Separate series!
Searchable via Hathi Trust at: http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/004310386

C series
S533 F66 C2x – Archives has incomplete holdings from no. 6 (July 1963)-no.5451
See bib# 000205145 for list; huge gaps in holdings – don’t own anything from 990-3607
Note: These are all 4-H publications.

CAED
(County Agricultural Extension District series)
S544.3 I8 C34x – Archives has 12 (1970) and 16 (1993) only
Note: Often confused with CAED – Center for Agricultural and Economic Development

CD
(Community Development – Rural Sociology Extension series)
S544.3 I8 I57x – Archives has no. 33 (1932) – no. 273 (Sept. 1945) with lots of gaps in holdings
See bib# 000949695 for complete list
See also: Program Aids: Suggestions to Group Leaders for...Effective Meetings... (for CD series publications from 1931-1938 and 1947-1949)

CDG – see Program Aids: Suggestions to Group Leaders for...Effective Meetings...

CE
(Continuing Education)
Earlier title: EC (Extension Conferences and Courses)
CE-2032 – Proceedings, Fifth Annual Sausage & Processed Meats Short Course – TS1974 .S3 S38x 1983 – Archives only

CED Series
S61 C43x – Archives has 1971-1991
Packets of informational material primarily for the media

Center View
(newsletter - Iowa 4-H Education and Natural Resources Center)
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives has v. 1, no. 1 (Spring 1994) – v.2, no. 1 (Spring 1995)

Circular (Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station)
Issued: no. 1-149; Mar. 1912-July 1935 ;
S542 Io9c – Archives, LSB and Media Center all have no. 1 (1912) - no. 148 (1933)
Full-text of no. 1-89 in the Digital Library @ ISU: http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/iaes_circulars/
Other titles: *Experiment Station Circular*
Absorbed by: *Extension Circular*

Note: Researchers are often confused between this series and *Extension Circular*. The dates of publication (and the call numbers) are very different for these two titles.

**Circular** (Schools Section, Iowa Agricultural Extension)
Issued: no. 14 (1911) – no. 25 (1912)
SS31 S361 – Archives
SS31 S36x – Media Center (on microfilm) has no. 14-23 on the same reel as *School Circulars*
Later title: *Junior Circular*
Other titles: *Courses of Work* (Iowa Boys and Girls Club)

**CL**
(Clothing series – most are 1 page sheets)
RS 16/3/0/30 – Archives – many gaps in holdings
**CL series** publications authored by Janis Stone are also available within RS 16/3/62.

**Clothing and Millinery Booklets**
Issued: 1928-1931
Not available in the ISU Libraries collections.
Note: Unnumbered series. Some titles reprinted in later years.
Note: Some titles originally published as part of the *Home Economics Bulletin*

**Collaborators Report** – see *Report on Swine Nutrition Research*

**Con&Gra’ts**
(newsletter – ISU Extension Finance Office)
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives has v. 1, no. 1 (April 1991) – v. 2, no. 5 (Jan/Feb 1992)

**Consumer Credit Series** – see *HM*

**Consumer Marketing Bulletin**
Issued: I (Nov. 1960) – IV (May 1961)
HC110 C6 Io9c – Archives only
Full-text available via Hathi Trust at: [http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/009171879](http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/009171879)

**Consumer Marketing Handbooks**
Issued: I (1959) – V (March 1961)
HC110 .C6 IS6 – Archives only

**Contributions from Iowa Corn Research Institute**
SB191 C8 Io89c – Archives and Microforms both have v. 1 (1935) - v. 3 (1951)

**Corn and Soybean Basis Patterns for...[various regions of] Iowa** – see *M* series

**Corn Pest Management Annual Report** – see *IC series*
Cow Testing Association Annual Report – see Iowa Dairy Herd Improvement Associations: Annual Summary

CP
(Community Planning series)
RS 16/3/0/44 – Archives only has C.P.-201 – Rural Planning (Jan. 1969)

CP/AG
(Machinery Management with Microcomputers – deals with agricultural data processing)
Issued: 1983-????
RS 16/3/0/45: Archives has no. 1-13

CR – see Contributions from Iowa Corn Research Institute

CRD
(Community Resource Development series – all are census-related publications)
HN79 I83 C62x – Archives has incomplete holdings from no. 85-no. 325 Rev. (May 2008)
See bib# 000270214 for list
Note: Often confused with CARD series published by the Center for Agricultural and Rural Development

C.S. series
(Chemical Safety – these are part of the pesticide certification program);
RS 16/3/0/29 – Archives has no. 6, 8-17

CSI series
(Corn Soybean Initiative)
RS 16/3/0/84 – Archives has no. 1-12, 14-23; no.13 was never published

CT
NAL holdings: 249-
See also: Program Aids: Suggestions to Group Leaders for...Effective Meetings...

Current Economic Series
Issued: 1-8 (1925-1929)
HD1775 I8 Io9c – Archives & Media have full sets, LSB has only no. 1 (1925)

CW series
RS 16/3/0/31 – Archives has 1980-1990
Other titles: College Week
Later title: College Days

Dairy Herd-Improvement Association Work: Monthly Summary for Iowa – see Monthly Summary of Dairy Herd-Improvement Associations in Iowa

Dairy Industry Report
RS 16/3/0/34 – Archives
Issued originally as part of the DFI series and then changed to be part of the FT series

Dairy Report
SF232 I8 D35x – Archives has full set

Demonstration Farm Reports, 1910-1916
RS 16/3/0/27 – Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives has full set.

DFI series – see Dairy Industry Report

DH series
RS 16/3/0/4 – Box 2 – Archives has DH-257 (April 1940), 377, and A615.

DMW series – see 4-H Program Helps

DP series – see Iowa Dairy Herd Improvement Associations: Annual Summary; Monthly Summary of Dairy Herd-Improvement Associations in Iowa

DW
(Dimensions of Iowa Welfare)
HV98 .I8 D5 – Storage Building has no. 2-5, 7-13, 16

DyS
(Dairy Science series)
Notes: DyS 2355 – Feeding the Dairy Herd (some sources have alternately listed as DyS 3030)
DyS 3030 is also included in the Illinois-Iowa Dairy Handbook.

Eat Well for Less – see N series and also PM series
Specifically N-2500 through N-2505 and also PM 1009, PM-1139a, and PM-1143

EC
(Extension Conferences and Courses)
RS 16/3/0/36 – Archives has sporadic issues from EC-900 thru EC-1563
Continued by: CE series
EC-495 = Grain Transportation Symposium, Feb. 24, 1970. Archives – HE199.5.G7 G73x
EC-688 = Proceedings of a Workshop on Buying or Leasing Grain Transportation Equipment. June 1971; copies in Archives and Storage at HE199.5.G7 W6x 1971


**Econ. Inf.**

(Economic Information series)
RS 16/3/0/40 – Archives has sporadic issues
Other titles published within this series include: *Iowa Crop & Livestock Data; Iowa Farm Outlook; Iowa Farm Outlook Charts*
Note: some earlier issues were listed as *Ec.Inf.*

**ECS series**
RS 16/3/0/88 – Archives has ECS 9/92 and ECS 11/92

**Ed**

(Education series)
RS 16/3/0/37 – Archives has only no. 310 (Feb. 1969 – 6 pages) entitled *A Look at Occupations*

**EDC**

(Economic Development in Communities)
S544.3 I8 E33x – Archives has incomplete holdings from no. 4–402; Parks General Collection also has fairly extensive, but incomplete holdings from no. 13-402
See bib# 001075869 for complete list

**Education in Agriculture**
Issued: 1916, 1920, 1921, 1924, 1925, 1927, 1928
S537 I59 I58x – Archives has 1921, 1924, 1928
Title variant: *Education in Agriculture at Iowa State College*
Note: The issues themselves list being published by Iowa State College (in general), but some bibliographies list these as being published by the Agricultural Extension Service.

**Educational Programming for Agricultural Cooperatives** – see Econ. Inf. series

**EES**

(Energy Extension Service series – all issued by the Iowa Energy Extension Service in Ames)
RS 16/4/0/5 – Archives has: 1-3, 6-8, 10, 16, 18, 21-24, 38-48

**EFNEP** – see ENP

**Egg Prices and Trends** – see PS series

**Emergency Bulletin** – see Emergency Leaflet

**Emergency Leaflet**
Issued: no. 1 (1917) - no. 54 (1920)
S544 Io9e – full set available in Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives
Other titles: *Agricultural Extension Leaflet; Emergency Bulletin*

**ENP series**
Expanded Nutrition Program
RS 16/3/0/38 – Archives

**EXN series** (ISU Engineering & Business Extension)
RS 16/4/0/3 – Archives has miscellaneous conference brochures

**EXN series** (ISU Extension Software Service)
RS 16/9/0/3 – Archives only has EXN-1 (Nov. 1991) which is a brochure about EXNET.

**Expanded Food and Nutrition Program** – see **ENP series**

**Experiment Station Annual Report: An Abbreviated Annual Report of the Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station for the period...**
S542 Io9ra – Archives and Storage have full sets; Media Center (on microfilm) has 1958/1959 – 1980/1981
Earlier title: Your Division of Agriculture Reports...
Later title: Annual Report (Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station)

**Experiment Station Circulars** – see **Circular** (Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station)

**EXT series**

*(University Extension Makes a Difference* series)
Issued: 1985-1988
S544.3 I8 U54x – Archives has no. 1-16
Later Title: Making a difference
Other titles: University Extension Makes a Difference

**Extension Bulletin.** (Iowa State College. Extension Service.)
S544 I09b – Archives, LSB, and Media Center all have a full set
Continued by: Extension Circular (Iowa State College. Extension Service)
Other titles: Agricultural Extension Bulletin; Extension Service Bulletin
No. 1-4 were just called Bulletin – starting with no. 5 were re-titled Extension Bulletin to avoid confusion with Bulletin issued by the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station at S542 Io9b

**Extension Bulletin: A Circular for Employees and Cooperative Employees in Agricultural Extension Work**
Issued: v. 1, no. 16 (April 3, 1919) – no. 35 (19??)
Variant title: Circular for Employees and Cooperative Employees in Agricultural Extension Work
“Note: This circular is intended to keep all employees informed of the progress and developments in Extension work.”

**Extension Circular**
Issued: No. 199 (1934)-no. 263 (Oct. 1939); with selected circulars “reprinted” in 1940 & 1941.
S544 Io9b1 – Archives, LSB, and Media Center all have full sets
Merger of: Extension Bulletin (Iowa State College. Extension Service) and Circular (Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station)

Extension News-Writer
Issued: v. 1, no. 1 (Oct. 1926) – v. 1, no. 12 (Sept. 1927)
Not available in the ISU Libraries’ collections – NAL owns v. 1, no. 2, 4-7

Extension Pamphlet – see Pm

Extension Poster
RS 16/3/0/8 – Archives has no. 25 (April 1921)
See also: Agricultural Extension Poster; Extension Service Poster

Extension Programs and Projects
Issued: 1923
Earlier title: Extension Service for Iowa Farm Bureaus
Later title: Extension Projects and Plans
Archives has “most” of the series available as separate leaflets filed in various RS collections as follows:
- A.E.-1 through A.E.-5 – related to agricultural engineering – in RS 16/3/0/8
- Ag.Ec.-1 through Ag.Ec.-6 – related to agricultural economics – in RS 16/3/0/13
- A.H.-1 through A.H.-9 – related to animal husbandry – in RS 16/3/0/11
- D.M.-1 through D.M.-5 – related to dairy manufacturing – in RS 16/3/0/16
- D.P.-2, D.P.-3, and D.P.-5 – related to dairy cattle husbandry – in RS 16/3/0/16
- F.1-1 through F.1-3 – related to forestry – in RS 16/3/0/14
- F.C.-1 through F.C.-4 – related to field crops – in RS 16/3/0/22
- F.G.-1 through F.G.-6 – related to fruit growing – in RS 16/3/0/9
- H.Ec.-1 – related to home economics – in RS 16/3/0/25
- I.C.-1 through I.C.-5 – related to insect control – in RS 16/3/0/21
- L.A.-1 – related to landscape architecture – in RS 16/3/0/10
- P.D.-1 through P.D.-4 – issued by Dept of Plant Diseases – in RS 16/3/0/19
- P.H.-1 and P.H.-2 – related to poultry husbandry – in RS 16/3/0/7
- S.-1 through S.-3 – related to soils – in RS 16/3/0/22
- T.C.-1 – related to potato production – issued by Dept. of Truck Crops – in RS 16/3/0/9
- T.C.-2 – issued by Dept. of Truck Crops – in RS 16/3/0/22
- V.-1 and V.-2 – related to veterinary medicine – in RS 16/3/0/12

Extension Projects and Plans
Issued: 1924-1937
S544 Io9 – Storage has 1927-1932; National Agriculture Library has 1924-1925 and 1930-37
Earlier title: Extension Programs and Projects
Similar title: Extension Service Projects
See also: Authorized Projects and Personnel; Approved Projects and Personnel; List of Official Projects

Extension Reports to Iowa
RS 16/3/0/43 – Archives has 1976-1983
Extension Service Bulletin – see Extension Bulletin

Extension Service for Iowa Farm Bureaus
Issued: 1922
Later title: Extension Programs and Projects
Not owned by ISU Libraries – available from the National Agriculture Library

Extension Service in Iowa - Agriculture and Home Economics - Annual Report - see Annual Report (Iowa State College. Cooperative Extension Service.)

Extension Service Poster
RS 16/3/0/9 – Archives has no. 28, March 1923 and no. 30, March 1924
See also: Agricultural Extension Poster; Extension Poster

Extension Service Projects
Issued: 1926-1929
S544.3 I8 I54x – Archives has 1927-1929; National Agriculture Library has full set
Note: Archives also has B.-1 – related to Bee Keeping – in RS 16/3/0/17 – issued in 1926.
See also: Extension Projects and Plans

Extension Service Projects and Programs – see Extension Programs and Projects

Extension Service Reports - Extension Work in Agriculture and Home Economics - see Annual Report (Iowa State College. Cooperative Extension Service.)

Extension to Communities: A Newsletter for Iowa State University Extension Staff Serving Communities
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives has Nov. 1991 – Oct. 1, 1993
Earlier title: Inside ECOM

Extension Worker
Issued: v. 1, no. 1 (Feb. 1911) – v. 1, no. 3 (April 1911)
S544 A1 Ex8 – Archives
RS 16/3/56 – Box 13, File 2 – Archives (second copy in Paul C. Taff papers)
Note: Published in Ames, Iowa by George Abbey Salisbury. While not technically published by Agricultural Extension most articles are authored by ISC Extension staff.

F series
(Forestry)
RS 16/3/0/39 – Archives has incomplete holdings from no. 143 (rev.1967) – F-301 to the present at: http://www.extension.iastate.edu/forestry/publications/list.html

F. & H. series
(Farm and Home)
RS 16/3/0/4 – Box 2 – Archives has only no. 1
**FA series**
RS 16/3/0/46 – Archives has sporadic issues from FA-1020R through FA-4936; also many others scattered through a variety of other files within Archives.
FA-227 – 1937 edition is in RS 16/3/52, Box 2, File 23 – Archives; the 1925 edition is also in Box 2, File 21 but was not issued as part of the **FA series**.
FA-1225 – bound in with *Background of Iowa Agriculture* – S544 Io9ba – General Collection
FA-1255 – in RS 16/1/1, Box 2, folder 2.
FA 1600 – RS 16/3/52, Box 2, File 22 – Archives
These two are stapled together – in RS 16/1/1, Box 3, Folder 22
FA-2500 – *Summary County Contacts, October 1, 1950 to September 30, 1951, District Extension Supervisors.*
FA-2497 – *Annual Report Summary, October 1, 1950 to September 30, 1951, Distribution of Time (Days), District Extension Supervisors.*
FA-2740 – in RS 16/1/1, Box 4, folder 4.

**Family Environment Newsletter** – see **H.M.** series no. 885

**Farm and Home Week**
Issued: 1900-1914, 1916-1918, 1921-1946
LD2541 I68x – Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives have 1916 (16th) – 1946 (46th)
Title varies: *Short Course and Farmers’ Week; Program for Farmers’ Week; Farm and Home Week Program; Annual Farm and Home Week Program*
See also: *Program for Farm and Home Week*
Note: There is quite a bit of confusion over Farm and Home Week related publications. There were announcements, individual programs for various parts of the week, as well as a number of conferences and short courses that were held in conjunction with the week.

**Farm Business Record Report**
Issued: 1933-1937
S567 Io9fr – Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives have 1933-1936
Later title: *Iowa Farm Business Records*
Note: This title was published within the **FM** series

**Farm Business Summary for Southwest Iowa**
Issued: 1959 –
Available online at: [http://www.extension.iastate.edu/Publications/FM1782.pdf](http://www.extension.iastate.edu/Publications/FM1782.pdf)
Note: Older issues available as part of *Ag Decision Maker*

**Farm Living Expenditures of [number] Iowa Farm Families [year]** – see **H.M.** series no. 113-116

**Farm Facts**
Issued: 1934-1936, no. 18 (May 2)
HD1775 I8 Io93f – Media Center (on microfilm) has sporadic issues; Archives has Oct 16, 1934 – May 2, 1936; Storage has 1935-1936
Later title: *Iowa Farm Business Association Outlook Letter*
Supplement to: *Agricultural Economic Facts, <Oct. 16, 1934>-May 2, 1936.*

**Farm Hand Book**
SS07 I8F37x – Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives has: 1925/26-1936; Storage has 1925/26 – 1930/31.
Other titles: volumes for 1932-1936 have the title Farm Handbook
See also: Iowa Farm and Home Handbook; Midwest Farm Handbook

Farm Outlook
Issued: Jan. 1938 – Dec. 1939 (12 report numbers/issues per year)
HD1775 I8 Io93a – Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives have full sets
Earlier title: Agricultural Economic Facts
See also: Iowa Agricultural Outlook

Farm Science Reporter
Issued: v. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1940) - v. 7, no. 2 (April 1946)
S1 F21 – Archives, LSB, and Media Center all have full sets
Later title: Iowa Farm Science
Related to: FSR Reprints

Farmers’ Week – see Farm and Home Week

Farmland Value Survey – see Ag Decision Maker

Farmstead Development Series
Issued: no. 1 – no. 2 only (undated, may be 1930-1941?)
NA9741 Io9f – Archives has full set

F.B.
(Farm Bureau)
RS 16/3/52, Box 2, File 21 – Archives – contains many of these within the 1925 edition of the Reference Book for Field Agents. They were not included in the 1937 edition.

F.C. – see Extension Programs and Projects

F.C. Leaflet – see Leaflet FC

FDP
HQ555 I8 F36x – Archives has no. 100B (1991) - no. 300 (1994)

FE
(Farm Economics)
Issued: several unnumbered titles plus FE 1 – FE 87 from 1936-1947
HD1775 I8 Io95 – Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives both have 1935-1946
Note: All are reprints from Iowa Farm Economist

FE-C
(Family Environment – specifically aimed at Consumers)
Not available in the ISU Library collections.
**FE-E**
(Family Environment – specifically Equipment)
Not available in the ISU Library collections.

**FE-F**
RS 16/3/0/4 – unnumbered box – Archives only has one FE-F-270i = Self-Help Groups

**FE-H**
(Family Environment – specifically Housing)
TJ163.5 D86 F4x – Archives has only one – no. 211 (1983)

**FG**
(deals with horticulture)
SB21 I59 F45x – Archives has incomplete holdings from v.2 (1965) – 900
Note: no. 600 (1975-2009) and no. 601 (1975-2003?) were published annually

**FHS (MR)**
Issued: no. 1 (1971) – 5?
RS 16/3/0/48 – Archives has no. 2-5
Note: All deal with venereal disease and are aimed at families.

**Field Agent Reference Book** – see FA series

**First Things First: the Official Communication Link of the Staff Development Office**
(newsletter)
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives. Only one issued, April 1991 – written by Don Broshar.

**FM**
(Farm Management)
RS 16/3/0/62 – Archives has no. 1(1927) –
Note: Media Center has 1927 – 1949 (on microfilm but bound and filmed out of order). See bib# 000214877 for list of numbers owned

**Other title: Hog Facts**
FM-25 and FM-71 are located in Archives in RS 16/3/0/13
FM1565 (rev., Oct. 1974) was reprinted as EC-976a – Archives has in RS 16/3/0/36 box.

**FNP**
(deals with parenting)
HQ755.8 F57x – Archives has only no.108c (1996)

**Food Science and Human Nutrition Newsletter** – see N series

**Foods and Nutrition Booklets**
RS 16/3/0/20 – box 3 – Archives has – unnumbered and undated – probably issued in the 1930’s
Wholesome Desserts – originally published as Home Economics Bulletin no. 113 (1927)
Hot Lunches at School – originally published as Home Economics Bulletin no. 32 (1923)
RS 16/3/0/6 – Archives has: The Home-made Fireless Cooker – May 1930 – by Gertrude Lynn
Four-H (4-H) series
RS 16/3/0/64 – Archives

Four-H (4-H) Program Helps
RS 16/3/0/32 – Archives has only 1972

FourWord: Progress and Highlights of the Iowa 4-H Foundation
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives has only Fall/Winter 2000
University of Iowa Library has 2008-2011 issues

FP series
(Food Pyramid)
RS 16/3/0/90 – Archives has no. 5 (1993) only

From the Director’s Desk: news and interpretation of agricultural policy affecting the Extension Service
S544.3 I8 F76x – Archives has 1942-1945

Fruit/Vegetable Progress Report – see FG

FS
Issued: no. 1 (1940) – no. 132 (1946)
Note: These are individual pamphlets that were reprinted from articles in the Farm Science Reporter. The ISU Library does not have any of the pamphlets – but we do have the original issues of the Farm Science Reporter which are available at S1 F21 – Archives, LSB, and Media Center all have full sets
Later title: Iowa Farm Science Reprints
Other title: FSR Reprints

FSR Reprints – see FS series

FT
(Food Technology)
RS 16/03/00/034 – Archives has FT-1 (July 1970) thru FT-77 (1974)
See also: Dairy Industry Report

G
(deals with bird feeding)
These were not published by ISU Extension. They were sold and available through the ISU Extension Publications Office, but they were published by University of Wisconsin Extension.

Gen Econ series
(General Economics)
RS 16/3/0/50 – Archives has no. 55, 61, 155, 183-184, 186-187

GH
These were not published by ISU Extension. They were sold through the ISU Extension Publications Office but were published by MU Extension, University of Missouri-Columbia.
H & G
   RA784 H24x – Archives has no. 232 (1986)
   RS 16/3/0 – unnumbered box has HG 8a, April 1982
   Other title: HG

H.M.
   (Home Management)
   RS 16/3/0/58 – Archives
   See also: RS 16/3/0/6, Home Management Extension Service publications, 1914-1942, in Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives

Handbook for Discussion Leaders: topic ... Cooperative Extension Work
   Issued: no. 1-4 (1936)
   Not available in the ISU Libraries collections.
   Note: Issued as part of the M series – M-371, 373, 376, 377

HD series
   (Human Development)
   RS 16/3/0/55 – Archives has v.1 (1962) –

HE
   (Home Economics)
   TX1 H42x – Archives has no. 1-75
   Other titles: Home Economics Bulletin; Home Furnishing Booklets
   See also RS 16/3/0/56 – Archives

HEq see Housing and Equipment

HF series
   (Home Furnishings)
   RS 16/3/0/57: Archives has incomplete holdings from no. 46 (1953) – 492 (1968)
   HF series publications authored by Emelda Kunau are also available within RS 16/3/61.

HM see H.M.

Hog Facts
   Issued: no. 1 (Nov. 1926) – no. 36 (Nov. 1929)
   RS 16/3/0/62 – Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives have no. 3-no.36?
   Absorbed by: Agricultural Economic Facts in December 1929.

Home Butchering in Iowa
   TX612 M4 H66x – Archives has v. 5 (1937)-v. 6 (1939) and 1944.
   RS 16/3/0/11 – Archives has v. 1, no.2 (Nov. 1932), number 3 (Jan. 1935); volume 4 (Jan. 1936);
   volume 5 (Jan. 1937)

Home Economics Bulletin
   Issued: No. 1 (1915) – no. 115 (1928)
S544 Io9h – Media Center microfilm no. 1-115 but missing some from no. 12-24; Archives has no. 1-115 but incomplete holdings
Some available at: http://hearth.library.cornell.edu/h/hearth/browse/title/7134598.html
Other titles: Home Furnishing Booklets; HE series
See also: RS 16/3/0/6 for sporadic issues from 1916-1926; RS 16/3/0/18 for sporadic issues from 1915-1929 and reprints as part of Home Furnishing Booklets; and, RS 16/3/0/6 for reprints as part of Home Management Booklets

Home Economics Circular
Issued: no.1 (1912) - no.80 (1925)
TX1 I8x – full sets available in Media Center (on microfilm) and in Archives

Home Economics Clothing Booklet
ISU appears to have only issued 2 of these:
Bias Tape and Its Uses (published in August 1927 as Home Economics Bulletin no. 90 and reprinted in 1934 as a Home Economics Clothing Booklet)
Alteration of Patterns (no date - - revised edition of an earlier publication)
Both are available at the University of Nebraska – Lincoln library (bound in with Clothing & Millinery Booklets) and also the National Agricultural Library
See also similar series: Clothing and Millinery Booklets

Home Furnishing Booklets
Issued: 1928-1947?
RS 16/3/0/18 – Archives has sporadic publications from 1928-1944
Other titles: Home Economics Bulletin; HE series
Note: Many of these are reprints from the Home Economics Bulletin.

Home Management Booklets
Issued: June 1928 – October 1937?
RS 16/3/0/6 – Archives has copies of most editions, but not all.
Note: These were all originally published as part of the Home Economics Bulletin or Home Economics Circular series.

Home Management Newsletter – see H.M. series no. 629-635

Horticulture Guide
1 volume, looseleaf notebook made up of individual ISU extension publications.
Note: Originally contained more than 70 horticultural publications in a 3-ring binder. Most were originally issued in the Pm series, plus a few others such as IC-412, ST-11, and WL-47.
Issued: 1982-1989; some were reprinted in later years up through 2004
Not available in the ISU Libraries collections.

Housing and Equipment
TX298 A1 Io9h – Archives has no. 2, 107-109, 111 (1969)
Other titles: HEq
Note: Some of these published in the mid-1960’s are also available within the H.M. series.
(Insect Control)
RS 16/3/0/65 – Archives has sporadic holdings from IC 328-474
Other titles: Integrated Crop Management
Note: Some numbers cataloged separately – e.g., IC 445, Iowa Core Manual – is in Archives at SB952.863 I8 I69x 2010 (and additional copies of earlier editions are in RS/3/0/65)

I(cd) series
RS 16/3/0/60 – Archives has sporadic issues from no.1000-1671 (1970-1973)
Note: The series name is partially in lower case – this is a completely different series than I(CD). These are documents/guides to accompany CD-ROM disks/programs.

I(CD) series
Issued: 1974-1981
RS 16/3/0/60 – Archives has sporadic issues from no. 1-76 (1974-1980)
Note: The series name is in all capital letters. This is a series of publications issued by the ISU Extension Director, Charles Donhowe (CD).

ICH series
(Iowa Concern Hotline)
RS 16/3/0/96 – Archives

ICM Newsletter – see Integrated Crop Management

IDEA
(Information Development for Extension Audiences)
S544 I34x – Archives and Parks GEN have identical holdings: 1 – 4, 8, 10, 12 – 13

IFM
(Integrated Farm Management)
RS 16/3/0/67 – Archives

IGQI
(Iowa Grain Quality Initiative)
RS 16/3/0/98 – Archives

II series
RS 16/3/0/4 – Box 2 – Archives has 16 (June 1969), 26, 27, 39
Note: This series is actually Roman numerals as capital ii
Note: Topics seem to all be related to Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology.

IIDH – see Illinois-Iowa Dairy Handbook

Illinois-Iowa Dairy Handbook
Co-published in 1981 by Dairy Science Extension offices at ISU and the University of Illinois. Individual publications within the IIDH were issued by ISU Extension in 1980.
SF239 .I44x – copies in Parks Oversized and Archives
Looseleaf notebook; contains 25 publications that were created specifically for this *Handbook* and were not reprinted anywhere else.

**IM**
(Institutional Management)
RS 12/9/0/3 – Archives only has no. 1

**I(ma) series**
RS 16/3/0/4 – Archives
Unnumbered box has: I(ma)192 (August 1, 1969), 193, 195, 198, 336, 337, 339 (January 1, 1979), 1031 (no date). These are very short memos to Central Staff Members – Cooperative Extension Service from Marvin A. Anderson (ma).

**Information Development for Extension Audiences** – See IDEA

**Information for Beekeepers**
Issued: Jan. 2, 1945 – 1957?
Earlier title: *Iowa Beekeepers’ Bulletin*
Not available in ISU Libraries’ collections.

**Inside CRD**
(Community Resource Development newsletter)
Issued: No. 1, Nov. 1968 – no. 157, April 4, 1984
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives has full set
See also: CRD

**Inside ECOM**
Issued: October 10, 1991 only
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives
Later title: *Extension to Communities: A Newsletter for Iowa State University Extension Staff Serving Communities*

**Inside Edge**
Issued: 1990 – ????
S1 I571 – Archives has v. 1-4
Earlier title: *Integrated Farm Management Notes*

**Integrated Crop Management**
Online at: [http://www.ipm.iastate.edu/ipm/icm/](http://www.ipm.iastate.edu/ipm/icm/) (only includes 1998-2007)
Other titles: *ICM Newsletter; IC series*
Earlier title: *Crops, Soils, and Pests Newsletter*
See also: RS 16/3/0/65 and RS 16/3/0/97 in Archives

**Integrated Farm Management Notes: newsletter of the Integrated Farm Management Demonstration Project.**
Iowa 4-H Leader
Issued: May 1936 – Mar. 10, 1954
S533 F66 I68x – Media Center (on microfilm) has 1936-1945; Archives has full set

Iowa AgrAbility News
(newsletter – Promoting Success in Agriculture for People with Disabilities and Their Families)
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives has v. 1, no. 1 (Summer 1993) – v. 2, no. 1 (Fall 1994)

Iowa Agricultural Outlook
1926 was titled The Year Ahead in Iowa Agriculture – and was issued as Current Economics Series Report no. 2, March 15, 2926. (Written by C.L. Holmes.)
1927, 1928 and 1929 were titled The Iowa Agricultural Outlook (written by C.L. Holmes) – and issued as Current Economics Series Report no. 5, 7, and 8 respectively. 1928 and 1929 were also partially published as Summary of Iowa Agricultural Outlook and were issued (unnumbered) as Special Bulletin – Not available in the ISU Library collections – National Agricultural Library owns.
1930-1932 were issued as a supplement to: Agricultural Economic Facts in Feb. 1930, Feb. 1931, Feb. 1932 – HD1775 I8 Io93a in Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives
1934 was issued as Extension Bulletin no. 195 – Sept. 1933 – S544 Io9b – Archives, LSB, and Media Center
Other titles: Iowa Agricultural Outlook Report, Iowa Farm Outlook, Summary of Iowa Agricultural Outlook

Iowa Agricultural Situation
Supplement to: Agricultural Economic Facts, Feb. 1933

Iowa Beef Cattleman
(newsletter)
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives has v. 1, no. 1 (Feb. 1971) – v. 1, no. 4 (May 1971)

Iowa Beekeepers’ Bulletin
Issued: v. 1 (1923) – 1944
SF521 Io9i – Archives has: v. 1 (1923) - v. 4 (1927); v. 7, no. 3 (1928)
Earlier title: Beekeepers’ Bulletin
Later title: Information for Beekeepers

Iowa Cow Testing Association Annual Report – see Iowa Dairy Herd Improvement Associations: Annual Summary

Iowa Cow Testing Association News – see Monthly Summary of Dairy Herd-Improvement Associations in Iowa

Iowa Cow Testing Association Report – see Monthly Summary of Dairy Herd-Improvement Associations in Iowa

Iowa Crop and Livestock Data – see Econ. Inf. Series
**Iowa Dairy Herd Improvement Associations: Annual Summary**

Issued: June 1909-1968

SF221 I58x – Media Center (on microfilm) has 1926-1946; Archives has 1926-1968

Related title: *Monthly Summary of Dairy Herd-Improvement Associations in Iowa*

Note: 1926-1932 issues published as part of the *DP series*; 1933-1936 and 1949-1960 as part of the *DH series*; 1961-1968 as part of the *DyS series*.

Note: for cow testing association records in Iowa prior to 1926, see chart in Blackman, C.L., McCandlish, A.C., and Searles, H.R. “Cow Testing Associations in Iowa,” *Extension Service Bulletin*, no. 99, June 1922, page 13 (S544 Io9b – Archives, Storage, and Media Center).

**Iowa Dairyman** – see *DyS series*

**Iowa Demonstration Record Flocks** – see *Iowa Poultry Demonstration Flock Reports*

**Iowa Distinguished Dairyman** – see *DyS series*

**Iowa Egg Price Survey** – see *PS series*

**Iowa Egg Prices & Trends** – see *PS series*

**Iowa Extensioner**

Issued: v. 1 (1936) – v. 6 (1941)

S544 Io8 – Archives and Storage have full sets

**Iowa Farm and Home Handbook**

Issued: 1st edition (1922?) and 2nd edition (1923)

S507 I8 I68x – Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives have 2nd edition only

Note: Loose-leaf

See also: *Farm Hand Book, Midwest Farm Handbook*

**Iowa Farm Business Association Outlook Letter**

Issued: 1939, no. 26 (July 1) – 1943, no. 24 (June 17)

HD1775 I8 Io93f – Archives

Earlier title: *Farm Facts*

Later title: *Iowa Farm Outlook Letter*

**Iowa Farm Business Records – Summary Report for...[year].**

Issued: 1938-1941

S567 Io9fr – Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives has 1938-1940

Earlier title: *Farm Business Record Report*

Title varies: *Annual Report – Iowa Farm Business Records* [1939 & 1940]

Note: The 1941 report was published in 1942 (not available in the ISU Libraries collections).

**Iowa Farm Economics Reprints Series** – see *FE series*

**Iowa Farm Economist**
Issued: Jan. 1935 – June 1946
Later title: *Iowa Farm Science*
HD1775 I8 Io95 – Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives have full sets

**Iowa Farm Outlook**
1935 was titled *Iowa Farm Outlook for 1935* and issued as *Extension Circular* no. 207 – Nov 1934 – in RS 16/3/0/4 – see also S544 Io9b1 – Archives, LSB, and Media Center
1936-1938 were issued as *Extension Bulletins*. 1936 *Iowa Farm Outlook* was *Extension Bulletin* no. 216 (Sept. 1935 – written by L.K. Soth); 1937 *Iowa Farm Outlook* was *Extension Bulletin* no. 231 (Nov. 1936 – written by C. Hamilton); *Iowa Farm Outlook* (for 1938 did not have the year in the title) was *Extension Bulletin* no. 243 (Nov. 1937 – written by L.K. Soth).

Starting in 1939, *Iowa Farm Outlook* <annual> was issued as a separate publication.

Issued: April 30, 1964–present
HD1775 I8 Io93f – Archives has 1964-2000; LSB 1964-1970; General Collection has 1971-2000
Earlier title: *Iowa Farm Outlook Letter*

**Iowa Farm Outlook Chart** see Econ. Inf. Series

**Iowa Farm Outlook Letter**  
Issued: June 24, 1943-Apr. 23, 1964
HD1775 I8 Io93f – Media Center (on microfilm) has 1943-1946; Archives and Storage has all.
Earlier title: *Iowa Farm Business Association Outlook Letter*
Later title: *Iowa Farm Outlook*

**Iowa Farm Outlook Newsletter** – see *Iowa Farm Outlook Letter*

**Iowa Farm Science**  
Issued: v. 1 (July 1946) – v. 25 (1971)
HD1775 I8 Io96 – Media Center (on microfilm), Archives, and Storage all have full sets
Formed by the merger of *Farm Science Reporter* and *Iowa Farm Economist*

**Iowa Farm Science Reprints**  
Issued: no. 133 (1946) – 1397 (1971)
Note: These are pamphlets that were reprinted from articles in *Iowa Farm Science*. The ISU Library does not have any of the pamphlets – but we do have the original issues of the *Iowa Farm Science* at HD1775 I8 Io96 in Archives, LSB, and Media Center.
Earlier title: *FS*
Other title: *Farm Science Reprints*

**Iowa Four-H Leader** – see *Iowa 4-H Leader*

**Iowa Master Gardener Handbook**  
RS 16/3/0/109 – Archives has MG1-4.

**Iowa Poultry Calendar Report**
Issued: Jan. 1931-Jan. 1934
SF481 I68x – full sets available in Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives
Later title: Iowa Poultry Review
Earlier titles: Poultry Calendar Report, Report of Poultry Record Flocks

Iowa Poultry Demonstration Flock Reports – see Poultry Demonstration Flock Report

Iowa Poultry Review
Issued: v. 1 (1934) - v. 3 (1937)
Earlier Title: Iowa Poultry Calendar Report
SF481 I681 – full sets available in Media Center (in microfilm) and Archives

Iowa Production Testing Letter – see DyS series

Iowa Youth series
Issued: no. 1 (1947)-no. 2 (1950)
S534 I8 I686x – Archives has complete set; copy of no. 2 also in RS 9/2/0/4

IP series
(Issues Programming)
RS 16/3/0/91 – Archives has no. 1 (Nov. 1990) – no. 6 (May 1991); but missing no.5

IPM (Integrated Pest Management)
RS 16/3/0/92 – Archives has: 31-39, 41-42, 45, 48-56, 58-61, 62, 64A, 66A, 68, 72
IPM-32 = A Guide to IPM Publications and Services, Sept. 1982. In later years, number 32 was
IPM 54 and 68 are online at: http://www.weeds.iastate.edu/reference/pubs.htm

I(rl) series
RS 16/3/0/60 – Archives has sporadic issues from no. 1411-1668 interfiled with I(cd) series
publications. These are all job descriptions.

I(RLC) series
RS 16/3/0/59 – Archives has only no. 1 (Dec. 1981) and no. 1 revised edition (Apr. 1987)
Note: This is a series of publications issued by the ISU Extension Director, Robert L. Crom (RLC).
Note: Some biographical materials related to Robert L. Crom are available in Archives in RS
16/1/13, but it does not contain any publications from the I(RLC) series.

ISAM (Iowa Soil Association Map)
Only 1 ever done? 4’ x 3’ color
Not available in the ISU Library collections.

ISP series
(program guides, playlets, and slide scripts dealing with home economics)
Issued: no. 0 (1970) – no. 34 (1985)
RS 16/3/0/66 – Archives
ISPX
Issued: 1a (May 1974) – ???
RS 16/3/0/66 – Archives has only 1a and several editions of 1b.
Note: These are advertisements for package programs available in the ISP series.

ISU Dairy Report – see Dairy Report

ISU Poultry Newsletter – see PS series

Junior Circular –
Issued: no. 26 (March 1915) – no. 51 (1919)
S531 S361 – Archives has no. 14 (1911) - no. 51 (1919) as one bound volume
RS 16/3/0/5 – Archives has Junior Circular no. 14 (1911) – no. 49 (1918)
RS 16/3/0/22 – Archives also has no. 4 but it is undated
Earlier title: Circular (Schools Section, Iowa Agricultural Extension)
Other titles: Courses of Work (Iowa Boys and Girls Club)
See also: School Circular
Full-text of no. 26-51 are available via Hathi Trust:
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/009150732

LA
(Landscape Architecture)
SB469 L25x – Archives has sporadic issues from no. 32 (1940) – 200 (1969)

Law-Econ.
Issued: no. 1 (1965?) – ??
S544.3 I8 L39x – Archives has sporadic issues from no. 1-138

LE – see Law-Econ.

Leaflet
RS 16/3/0/22 – Archives has only No. 1, February 1940, Soil Conservation Districts in Iowa.
Note: Often confused with USDA Leaflets (S21 Un31L Parks Library General Collection has 1927-1992)

Leaflet FC
(Farm Crops section of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station)
Issued: 1931-1948
RS 16/3/0/4, unnumbered box – Archives has no.18 (Feb. 1944)
RS 9/9/3, Box 20 – Archives has no. 1-19 (1931-1948)
Note: RS 16/3/0/22 – Archives has “F.C.-1, project” through “F.C.-4, project” (all dated 1923),
but these are a generic series, not part of Leaflet FC series.

Lecture Chart Circular
HD9005 E55x 1917 – Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives has April 1917 only.

Letter to Iowa 4-H Club Leaders – see Iowa 4-H Leader

LFN
(Lamb Feeder Newsletter)
RS 16/3/0/70 – Archives has 1(1969)-5, 7, 10, 14, 17, 19-20 (1974)

**List of Available Bulletins** – see **Lists of Available Bulletins**

**List of Official Projects**
Issued: 1949-1959
S542 Io9a11 – Archives
Earlier title: **Approved Projects and Personnel**
See also: **Extension Projects and Plans**

**List of Publications**
Issued: twice a year from 1937-1979
S542 A11 I69x – Media Center (on microfilm) has 1937-1945 and Archives has 1937-1947, 1949-1979
Earlier title: **Lists of Available Bulletins**
Later title: **Publications (Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station)**
Title varies: **List of Publications (and Abstract).**

**Lists of Available Bulletins**
Issued: twice a year from 1922-1936
Later title: **List of Publications**
Title varies: also referred to as **Available Bulletins List**
Not available in the ISU Library collections or at the National Agriculture Library

**LR**
TX285 I6 L7x – Archives has 487 (1958), 499 (1959) and 968 (1965).
Issued by Home Economics Extension Assistant Director Louise Rosenfeld
LR-81, 86, 88, 157, 159, 160, 161, 162 (1953-1955) all deal with National Home Demonstration Week and are available in RS 16/3/13, Box 19, file 12 – Archives.
LR-935, 945, and 968 are also available within a 3-ring notebook labelled “publications” on the shelf in front of RS 16/3/0/2 in Archives.

**LS**
(deals with consumer protection)
HC110 C63 L7x – Archives has only no. 817 (1969)

**M**
(Marketing)
RS 16/3/0/74 – Archives has no.314 and sporadic issues from no. 802 (Oct 1952) – no. 1290 (Revised Feb 1997)
Includes many issues of **“Corn and Soybean Basis Patterns for...[various regions of] Iowa”**
Sporadic issues from M-12 through M-187 are available in **Agricultural Economic Facts.**

**M** – see also **Misc. Bulletin**

**MA**
Issued: 1953-1974
RS 16/3/0/75 – Archives has sporadic issues from no.89 (1953) – no.1506 (July 1965)
See also: If(ma) series
Note: This is a series of publications issued by the ISU Extension Director, Marvin A. Anderson
MA-126 – in RS 16/3/13, Box 19, File 1 – Archives
MA-129 = Background of Iowa Agriculture (July 1954) – bound together with several other
publications at: S544 Io9ba (Parks General Collection)
MA-359L – RS 16/3/0/4, Box 2 – Archives
MA-379(Rev.) – Archives in RS 9/1/14 (Floyd Andre Papers), Series 7, Box 26, Folder 47.
MA-733 – in RS 16/3/0/4 unnumbered box (probably box 4 or 6) – Archives
MA-990 – In RS 16/1/11, Box 2 – Archives

Machinery Management with Microcomputers – see CP/AG

Machinery Repair Advocate: The “Why” and “How” of Farm Machinery Management
(newsletter)
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives has v. 1, no. 2 (Feb. 1933) only

Maize Bibliography for the Years 1888 to [1945] Inclusive
SB191 C8 A11 C9 – v. 1-3; Archives & Microforms have full set, General Collection has v. 1-2 only

Making a Difference
S544.3 I8 U541 – Archives
Other titles: University Extension Makes a Difference
Earlier title: Makes a Difference; EXT (Makes a Difference) series

MCS
(Microcomputer Software worksheets)
S494.5 D3 M54x – Archives has no. 1 (1985), 9-11, 13 (1986)
Note: All are intended to be used for spreadsheet programs and deal with budgeting.

MD
(series of internal communications within Extension offices issued by Murl McDonald)
MD-49 (Sept. 17, 1946), 57, 65, 77, 79, 81, 82, 116, 158, 167, 172, 179 (Mar. 3, 1947) available in
Ralph Bliss papers in RS 16/3/13, Box 19, file1 – Archives.
MD-103 – in RS 16/3/0/4 – Box 2 – Archives. Attached to it are MD-30, MD-75, MD-28
MD-869 – in RS 16/3/0/4 – Box 2 – Archives.

Mental Health for the Family
Issued: no. 1 (1944) – no. 4 (1944)
HV697 J66x 1944 – Archives has full set

MEP
(Marketing Extension Programs)
MEP-53 – Archives has in RS 16/3/0, Box 1; MEP-60 – Archives has in RS 27/5/0/6
Archives does not appear to have the Marketing Extension Programs Handbook

MFD
MG series (Master Gardener) – see Iowa Master Gardener Handbook

Midwest Farm Handbook
Each edition cataloged separately S441 Io9m, S441 Io9m2, etc. – copies in the Parks Library
General Collection and also in Archives; 6th edition also available in the Vet Med Library.
See also: Farm Hand Book, Iowa Farm Handbook

Midwest Vegetable Production Guide for Commercial Growers – see FG, no. 600

Misc. Bulletin
S541.5 I8 I521x – Archives has no. 10-14; Storage has no. 12-14
Other titles: Miscellaneous Bulletin
Note: Some titles referenced as M-(no.) e.g., M-11
No. 11 = Communicating Research Effectively: a style and writing guide for experiment station authors (1969). This was cataloged separately at T11 L3x and copies are in General Collection and Archives.

Miscellaneous Publication
Home Butchering in Iowa - TX612 M4 H66x – 1944 edition is part of the Miscellaneous Publication series
Iowa Leader’s Handbook: 1944 Food Production Program – Miscellaneous Publication. January 1944. In RS 16/3/56 – Box 13, file 6 – Archives

Monthly Program Service for Rural Township and Community Meetings – see Program Aids: Suggestions to Group Leaders for...Effective Meetings...

Monthly Summary of Cow Testing Association Work in Iowa – see Monthly Summary of Dairy Herd-Improvement Associations in Iowa

Monthly Summary of Dairy Herd-Improvement Associations in Iowa
Issued: Nov. 1926-1944?
SF221 M66x – Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives have Nov. 1926-1944
Related title: Iowa Dairy Herd Improvement Associations: Annual Summary

MS
Issued: July 1951 – ?????
RS 16/3/65 – Archives has sporadic issues from MS 304 (1954) – MS 842 (1958)
Note: This is a series of administrative memos and publications issued by Extension Associate Director, Maurice W. Soultz.

Mu series
(Music)
RS 16/3/0/76 – Archives
M.W.P.S. (Midwest Plan Service)
Issued: No. 1-45 (1959-1992)
MS-48 – Archives has multiple editions of each handbook but does not have a complete set.
Note: These are all building plans of various sorts. All have been cataloged separately and in Quick Search individually by title. Each has a unique call number. We appear to have “most” but not all in the series. Individual books are scattered between the General Collection and Archives.

N (Nutrition) – varies in size from 2-20 pages
RS 16/3/0/51 – Archives has sporadic holdings from 384A (Sept. 1957) – 3805 (Feb. 2008)
RS 16/3/0 unnumbered box also contains sporadic issues published from 1976-1986

National Corn Handbook
Originally issued: NCH-1 through NCH-60 in May 1985; some (but not all) issues were reprinted and/or updated in later years.
SB191 M2 N38x – General Collection and Archives
1 volume, 3-ring binder – to enable easy updating of each publication within the Handbook. Handbook is in order by topic area, not by NCH number.

NC – this is a designation for a series of Regional USDA research projects – e.g., Project NC-126. NC stands for North Central. It is not an ISU Extension series.

NCH – see National Corn Handbook

NCR – see North Central Regional Research Publication

NCR Ext – refers to a North Central Regional Research Publication that is of general interest

NCR Series – refers to an Educational Materials Project published by the North Central Region Cooperative Extension Service. Available in Archives at: RS 16/3/0/73

New Findings for Farm Folk: Report of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station for the Two Years...
Issued: 1949/51, Part 1 and Part 2 only
S542 Io9r – Media Center (on microfilm), Archives and Storage
Earlier title: Report on Agricultural Research for the Year Ending June 30...
Later title: Your Experiment Station Reports

New Publications
Issued: no. 20 (1940) – no. ?? (1949)
Earlier title: Abstracts of New Publications
Not available in the ISU Library collections or through the National Agriculture Library.

NMEP
(Nutrient Management Education Project – coordinated by John Creswell)
S544.3 I8 N53x
North Central Regional Research Publications
Issued: no. 1 (Nov. 1942) - no. 252 (1977?)
S544 N6 – see bib# 000645787 for list of holdings in Archives and Parks GEN
Other titles: Regional Bulletins

NP
(deals with family communication)
HQ555 I8 N65x – Archives has only no.105 (1997) and no.128 (2000)

Nutrition Leaflet
RS 16/3/0/20, Box 3 – Archives has 2 reprints of Modern Trends in Breadmaking (one in the 1933 folder and one in 1936 folder that are reprints of the original April 1925 issue).

OEF
(Outlying Experimental Farm)
Annual Progress Reports for the individual OEFs are cataloged separately see S61 M331111 - S61 W47112x call numbers in Archives and also the Research and Demonstration Farms Records at RS 9/2/10 in Archives.
Note: In addition to the Annual Progress Reports, ISU Extension also published a variety of other reports within a numbered OEF series. The only one found (so far) in the ISU Library collections is: OEF 65-8, February 1966 = 20-Year Summary, Bluffs Experimental Fruit Farm (90 pages) – Archives – in RS 16/3/0, unlabeled box, Folder 12.
See also: Demonstration Farm Reports; and, Annual Progress Report...For Outlying Experimental Farm...

P series
(Poultry Department of the Iowa State College Extension Service)
Issued: 1926?-1934?
SF481 168x – Archives has sporadic holdings from P-7 (June 1927) through P-384 (Jan. 1934) as part of the Report of Poultry Record Flocks, Poultry Calendar Report and Iowa Poultry Calendar Report
See also: P series (Poultry Section of the Agricultural Extension Service)

P series
(Poultry Section of the Agricultural Extension Service)
Issued: 1962?-1967
RS 16/3/0/72 – Archives has P series filed in boxes with PS series
Later title: PS series (1967-1991?)
Note: confusion exists between P series and Bulletin P because Bulletin P is also known as Popular Series. Titles and numbering on Bulletin P do not match P series at all. Separate series!
P-113 – Poultry and Egg Conference proceedings – Library Storage Building (SF481 P85p 1959)

P.S. (Poultry Science) – see PS series
P.S. (Program Service for Rural Leaders) – see Program Aids: Suggestions to Group Leaders for Effective Meetings...

PA
(Public Affairs)
RS 16/3/0/71 – Archives has 1A, 2, 4, 4a, 4c, 5, 5a-c, 11-14, 20a, 20c, 21a, 21c, 22a-d, 23, 23a-c, 24, 24a-c, 25a-c, 26a-b, 27, 27a-c, 28a-c, 29, 29a, 30, 30a-b, 32, 35, 37-38, 77, 80, 85-86 (Aug. 1990)

Pamphlet – see Pm

PAT
(Pesticide Application Training)
SB952.5 P38x – Archives has incomplete holdings starting with no. 1 and includes an unnumbered one entitled Band Sprayer Calibration
No. 0 = a poster = Protective Clothing for Pesticide Users

PD series
(Plant Diseases)
RS 9/18/0/5 – Archives has incomplete holdings from no. 29 (May 1966) – no. 43 (Feb. 1966)

PDO series
RS 16/3/0/93 – Archives has no. 71 (revised, Dec. 2002) and no. 96 (July 1993)
No.94 – copies in General Collection and Archives at: S544.3.I8 S39 1993

PIH – see Pork Industry Handbook

Pm
Issued: 1940-
S544.3 I8 P35x – Archives has full set; Parks GEN has the latest 10 years
Other titles: PM, P.m.; Extension Pamphlet
Pm series publications authored by Janis Stone are also available within RS 16/3/62.

PMR
Issued: 1001 (Sept. 2008)-
S544.3 I8 P67x – Archives

PNW
These are not ISU Extension publications! They were sold by ISU Extension but PNW are “Pacific Northwest” Extension publications.

Popular Series – see Bulletin P

Pork Industry Handbook
HD9435 P67x – Vet Med Journals has no. 1-113, 115-147 (2002); Archives has no. 1-131, 136-147 (2002); Parks General Collection also has a set but many gaps in holdings
**Poultry Calendar Report**
Issued: Dec. 1929-Jan. 1934
SF481 I68x – full sets available in Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives
Earlier title: *Report of Poultry Record Flocks*
Later title: *Iowa Poultry Calendar Report*

**Poultry Demonstration Flock Report**
SF481 P678x – Archives has 1922-1958, 1963-1966
Title varies: *Iowa Demonstration Flock Project, Iowa Demonstration Record Flocks, Iowa Poultry Demonstration Flock Report for the year...*

**Poultry Management Newsletter** – see *P series* no. 269 & 284

**Poultry Newsletter** (1967-1991) – see *PS*

**Poultry News Letter** (1964-1967) – see *P series*

**Poultry Production Fact Sheet** – see *PS*

**Poultry Suggestograph. Series No. 1.**
Issued: no. 1-10
SF995 P686x – full sets available in Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives
RS 16/3/0/7 in Archives also has full set

**Press Bulletin**
Issued: 1902-1920; 3 unnumbered ones and then 1-38
S541.5 I8 I59x – Archives has full set in print and Media Center on film
Note: The three unnumbered issues are cataloged as monographs

**Profitable Pork Production**
(newsletter)
Issued: late 1930’s
Not available in the ISU Library collections.

**Program Aids: Suggestions to Group Leaders for...Effective Meetings...**
S544 P76x – Archives has 1924-1958
See also: *RLG*
Note: Also contains *R.O. series* publications issued from 1924-1931, along with *C.D. series* publications from 1931-1938 and 1947-1949; *R.S.-2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9* from 1941 and *R.S.-279* from 1958; *CDG 1-15* (incomplete) from 1949-1956; *CT-316*

**Program for Farm and Home Week**
LD2451 I69x oversize– Archives has 1916-1918, 1920-1929
See also: *Farm and Home Week*

**Program Service for Rural Leaders** – see *Program Aids: Suggestions to Group Leaders for...Effective Meetings...*
Program Service for Rural Township and Community Meetings – see Program Aids: Suggestions to Group Leaders for...Effective Meetings...

Project NC – this is a designation for a series of Regional USDA research projects – e.g., Project NC-126. NC stands for North Central. It is not an ISU Extension series.

PS
(Poultry Science)
Issued: 1967-1991?
Earlier series: P (1962?-1967)
RS 16/3/0/72 – Archives has sporadic numbers from 1-247
Archives has P series filed in boxes with the PS series

PS (Program Service for Rural Leaders) – see Program Aids: Suggestions to Group Leaders for...Effective Meetings...

Publications (Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station)
Issued: 1980-1985
S542 A11 I691x - Archives
Earlier Title: List of Publications
Later title: Publications & Videotapes

Publications & Videotapes
Issued: 1986-???
S542 A11 I6911x – Archives has 1986, 1990; General Collection also has 1990
Earlier title: Publications (Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station)

R.O. (Rural Organization) – see Program Aids: Suggestions to Group Leaders for...Effective Meetings...

RAD
(deals with rural development)
S544 Io9ru – Archives has incomplete holdings from no. 31 (1964) - no. 84 (1968)
No. 31, 44, 51, 52, 54 were cataloged separately at different call numbers

RAP
(Residue Avoidance Program)
Issued: 1984-1986; a few were reprinted/updated in 1991.
RS 16/3/0/77 – Archives

RC
(Recreation)
Archives has:
Rc (unnumbered) – bound in with 1947-1949 of P.S. (Program Service) at S544 P76x
RC-128 – this publication is attached to the back of RYP-649. In RS 16/1/1 – Box 4, Folder 19

Reference Book for Field Agents – see FA series

Regional Bulletin – see North Central Regional Research Publications
**Report of Poultry Record Flocks**
Issued: Dec. 1926-Oct. 1929
SF481 168x – full sets available in Media Center (on microfilm) and Archives –
Later titles: *Poultry Calendar Report, Iowa Poultry Calendar Report*

**Report of Record Flock Keepers** – see Report of Poultry Record Flocks

**Report of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station for the Two Years...** See New Findings for Farm Folk

**Report on Agricultural Research for the Year Ending June 30...**
Issued: 1930/31-1948/49
SF 542 I09r – Media Center (on microfilm), Archives and Storage all have full sets.
Earlier title: *Annual report for fiscal year ending June 30 *
Later title: *New Findings for Farm Folk: Report of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station for the Two Years...

**Report on Swine Nutrition Research**
Issued: 1st (1949) – 18th (1968)
SF 396.5 R47x – Archives

**Research Bulletin**
Issued: no. 1 (1911) - no. 600 (1992)
SF 542 I09rb – Archives, General Collection and Media Center all have full sets
Available online as part of the ISU Digital Collections:
[http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/ag_researchbulletins/](http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/ag_researchbulletins/)
Full-text for no. 1-81 also available via Hathi Trust:
[http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/000518853](http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/000518853)
Other titles: *Agricultural research bulletins* <June 1911-1942/43>

**Research for a Better Iowa** – see Annual Report Supplements

**Resource, The**
(newsletter – ISU Extension Human Resources Unit)
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives has v. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1991) – v. 3, no. 1 (June 1993)

**RG**
(Reiman Gardens)
RS 16/3/0/109 – Archives has RG-501 (reprinted in 1997) only

**RLG**
(Rural Leader Guides)
RS 16/3/0/4, Box 2 – Archives

**RO**(Rural Organization) – see Program Aids: Suggestions to Group Leaders for...Effective Meetings...

**RS**
(Rural Sociology)  
Issued: 1941-????  
HN79 I8 R75x – Archives has no. 69 (1953), no. 213, 234, 239, 241, 284, 294, and 355 (1962)  
Note: R.S.-2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 from 1941 and R.S.-279 from 1958 are included in Program Aids at S544 P76x in Archives.

*Rural Leader Guides* – see *RLG*

*Rural Organization Circular*  
Issued: no. 13-19 only (numbers prior to this were never printed)  
RS 16/3/0/24 – Archives has no. 13 (August 1925) – no. 19 (Dec. 1930)

*RYP*  
(Rural Young People)  
RS 16/3/0/107 – Archives  
See also: RS 16/1/1 – Box 4, Folder 19 has RYP-366, RYP-649

*S*  
(Extension news – unnumbered single page newsletters)  
RS 16/3/0/103 – Archives has Jan. 1985-Feb. 1991  
Earlier title: *Information Service, Iowa State University of Science and Technology* (see bib #000443973)  
Other titles: *S List; S List News Releases*

*SC*  
(Short Courses and Conferences)  
S1 S35x – Archives only has no. 44 (1950), no. 121 (1967), no. 196 (1967)

*School Circular*  
Issued: no.1 (1912) - no.5 (1916)  
S531 S36x – Archives has no.1 (1912) - no.5 (1916)  
At this same call number, Media has sporadic issues from no. 1-23 (but not #6-13)  
RS 16/3/0/20 – Archives has no. 3 (July 1916) and no. 4 (July 1916)  
Other title: *Schools Circular*  
See also: *Circular* (Schools Section, Iowa Agricultural Extension); *Junior Circular*


*SF*  
(Strengthening Families program)  
HQ1 S44x – Archives has only no. 1 (1995) & no.2 (1997)

*Short Course and Farmers' Week* – see *Farm and Home Week*

*Short Course Class Notes*  
(home economics)  
Issued: 1912-1919
TX165 A1 S56x – Archives has 1912-1919; LSB has 1914-1919
RS 16/3/0/20 – Archives has issues from 1911 as well as 1913-1917
RS 16/3/0/22 – Archives has an issue from 1915

Soc series
(Sociology)
RS 16/3/0/85: Archives has v.1 (1962) - v.11, v.13 - v.20

SP
(Social Policy briefs)
LC6301 I5 S63x – Archives has no. 2- ; Design Reading Room has no. 312, no. 350, no. 354

Special Bulletin – see Iowa Agricultural Outlook

Special Circular
RS 16/3/0/24 – Archives has United States Boys’ Working Reserve. Iowa Division. (unnumbered Special Circular) 2nd edition published in February 1918.
Note: RS 16/3/0/4, Box 1 – Archives has a copy of: Some Iowa Livestock Marketing Extension Documents, Special Report, August 18, 1933 which has many publications bound together – including (according to the Table of Contents) Special Circulars (unnumbered) published in 1924. The included publications do not mention the phrase Special Circulars on them anywhere.

Special Report (Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station)
S542 Io9s – Archives, General Collection, and Media Center all have full sets
Note: Suspended publication Dec. 1936-June 1950.

SR – see Special Report

ST
(Soil Testing)
RS 16/3/0/79 – Archives
Note: These are forms to be mailed to the Soil Testing Laboratory along with soil samples.

ST
(Studies & Training)
ST-200 – in RS 16/3/0/4 – Box 2 – Archives
ST-383 – in RS 16/1/1, Box 2, Folder 2 – Archives
ST-464 – in RS 16/1/1, Box 4, folder 1 – Archives
ST-493 – Available from the National Agricultural Library.
ST-503 – in RS 16/1/1 – Box 3, Folder 22

State Exchange Marketing Bulletin
Issued: no. 1 (1918) – no. 27 (Oct. 20, 1920)
Not available in ISU Library Collections. Some issues available from University of Illinois.
**SUL**
(Sustainable Urban Landscapes)
Issued: no. 1 (1994) – ????
SB472.7 S87x – Archives has 1-9, 11-20 (rev. Aug 2008)

**Summary of Iowa Agricultural Outlook** – see **Iowa Agricultural Outlook**

** Surviving the Layoff**
(newsletter)
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives has only v. 1, no. 1 (2002) – v. 1, no. 2 (2002)

**Testers Monthly Reports** – see **Monthly Summary of Dairy Herd-Improvement Associations in Iowa**

**Tester’s Reports** – see **Monthly Summary of Dairy Herd-Improvement Associations in Iowa**

**TLT series**
(Tomorrow’s Leaders Today)
RS 16/3/0/78 – Archives

**To 4-H Leaders** – see **Iowa 4-H Leader**

**To Iowa 4-H Club Leaders** – see **Iowa 4-H Leader**

**Together for Children**
RS 16/3/0/2 – Archives has v.1, no. 1 – v. 2, no. 3 (Sept 1975)

**TR (Technical Resources)**
Issued:  1 (1968) – 10 (1968); 206 (1969)
HM48 T75x – Archives only has 2 editions of no. 206 (1969 and 1981)
MS-48 Box 7 has TR-1(1968) – 5; 9-10 (all deal with manure tank design and were published by Midwest Plan Services)
No. 206 is about social action and was issued by ISU Cooperative Extension Service. It is 1 folded sheet and is a form intended for use in a workshop.

**University Extension Makes a Difference** – see **EXT (Makes a Difference) series**

**V**
(Veterinary)
RS 16/3/0/81 – Archives has V-26, 96, 159, 165, 221, 279, 287, 295c, 298, 310, 315, 325-326, 353-354, 368, 371, 403, 405, 417-418, 427, 430, 436a, 438, 446, 479, 523, 525, 536, 544, 559, and also 585-1 through 585-9.
Note: Ceased issuing individual publications but published information in **Veterinary Newsletter**

**V(CLA)**
HN79 I8 V35x – Archives has no. 1058 (Nov. 1975)
See also: 
V(CLA) 2100 and 2101 are filed in the back of the regular V series boxes – RS 16/3/0/81
Note: These were issued under Carol L. Anderson (CLA), Home Economics Extension Program.

V(eae)
V(eae) 2108 – is filed in the back of RS 16/3/0/81 with other V series publications.
Note: These were issued under Elizabeth A. Elliott, Associate Vice Provost for Extension.

V(lr)
HQ555 I8 V2x – Archives has no. 538 (1969) and 548.
V(lr) 713 – is filed in the back of RS 16/3/0/81 with other V series publications.
See also: LR

V(mky)
LD2541.8 V55x – Archives has 518 & 520.

V(MMC)
HQ766 V53x
Archives has no. 1015a - no. 1015f only
1 page publications on variety of topics related to family planning.

**Wartime Farm and Food Policy**
HD1761 W28 – Parks Library General Collection and Archives have full sets – Media Center (on microfilm) has only no. 11
Note: Number 5 was issued in 1943 and revised in 1944 due to controversy over oleomargarine.

**Water Watch**
(Published by Iowa State University Extension Service)
RS 16/3/0/4 (unnumbered box) – Archives has issue no. 9 (August 11, 1986); University of Iowa has Feb. 1988 issue only.

**WC**
SB612 I8 W35x – Archives has incomplete holdings; Parks GEN has 1996-2003 of No. 92 only
Other titles: **Weed control**
No. 92 = *Herbicide Manual for Ag Chemical Dealers* (127 pages) – *Quick Search* has individual records for various annual editions of this: 1978-1984, 1986-1987
In 1993?, the title of No. 92 changed to *Herbicide Manual for Agricultural Professionals*

**Weed Control for [year] in Commercial Vegetables and Fruits** – see FG, no. 600

**WF**
(Wallace’s Farmer)
Issued: no. 1 (1972) – no.54 (1978)
Note: These are all reprints from *Wallace’s Farmer* which is also online within *Farm, Field & Fireside* at: [http://www.library.illinois.edu/dnc/fff/](http://www.library.illinois.edu/dnc/fff/)
WL
(Wildlife)
RS 16/3/0/80 – Archives

WPO
(Workplace Options)
RS 16/3/0/110 – Archives

Year of Progress with the Extension Service...Annual Report - see Annual Report (Iowa State College. Cooperative Extension Service.)

YHP
(Youth Health Profile)
RS 16/3/0/111 – Archives

Your Specialist Reports on Education – see Ed series

Your Division of Agriculture Reports...a Report of the Division of Agriculture—Research, Resident Instruction, Extension—for the Year July 1...to June 30...
Issued: 1953/1954-1957/58
SS37 I59 Io9r – Media Center (on microfilm), Archives and Storage all have complete sets.
Earlier title: Your Experiment Station Reports
Later title: Experiment Station Annual Report: An Abbreviated Annual Report of the Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station for the period...

Your Experiment Station Reports...a Report of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Stations for the Two Years July 1...to June 30...
Issued: Dec. 31, 1951/53 only
SS42 Io9r – Media Center (on microfilm), Archives, and Storage
Earlier title: New Findings for Farm Folk: Report of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station for the Two Years...
Subsumed within: Your Division of Agriculture Reports
Note: From 1953-1958, Your Experiment Station Reports were included within Your Division of Agriculture Reports as a separate section.